Caesar Ceramics USA Tiles, slabs and technical solutions
Il grès porcellanato è un materiale estremamente compatto, realizzato tramite pressatura meccanica e cottura ad altissime temperature. Da questo processo produttivo derivano superfici ceramiche dai valori bassissimi di assorbimento, caratteristica che le rende estremamente resistenti a svariati tipi di sollecitazione. Per questo il grès porcellanato è il materiale ideale per rivestimento e pavimentazione in qualsiasi tipo di contesto, interno o esterno, anche in presenza di elevati volumi di calpestio o di traffico. Appartamenti, hotel, aeroporti, piazze: il grés porcellanato può migliorare il comfort, l'estetica e la sicurezza di ogni realizzazione architettonica. Un materiale resistente, igienico, sicuro, che non rilascia sostanze nocive, ottenuto da materie prime naturali, totalmente e facilmente riciclabile: una scelta di qualità, affidabile e duratura. 
Collections
More than 2000 items interpret different materials in a transversal manner to discover their potential, to search for the most functional surfaces and find the most impressive combination of tones.
  Discover Caesar USA General Catalog 2023/2024
Collections AEXTRA20 PAVERS
Aextra20 by Caesar Ceramics USA consists of single-piece porcelain stoneware slabs, perfectly squared and rectified with 20mm thickness and in 24''x24'', with anti-slip surface finish. Thanks to the tremendous resistance of Caesar porcelain stoneware and the opportunity to choose from among four different installation systems, Aextra20 is the perfect solution for any outdoor flooring. The broad colour range and the complete set of trims allow to meet any planning need.
Collections ENCHANT
Inspired by the warmth of aged and painted wood, Enchant unveils all its beauty through soft and charming hues.
 Three subtle color moods, embellished by the presence of the Chevron and a listel decor, make a great choice for both commercial and residential interior projects.
Collections FOUNDRY26
METAL-EFFECT PORCELAIN STONEWARE TILES
 
Foundry26 metal-effect porcelain stoneware is the ideal solution to meet, with personality and originality, the demands of modern architectural requirements in residential ambiances and commercial indoor spaces.

To furnish the bedroom, the bathroom or the living area of your dwelling, as well as your showroom or boutique, the porcelain stoneware tile collections by Caesar transfer the intensity of the metal effect onto a ceramic surface and gives the space a metropolitan look.

The high reliability and inalterability over time of the metal-effect tiles in porcelain stoneware of Foundry26 express all the ceramic knowhow of Caesar and translate it into a collection of wall and floor tiles made in the USA that also boasts the prestige of ‘designed in Italy’, in keeping with the highest standards of excellence and environmental sustainability regulations.
Collections LINK
A contemporary surface design that links concrete versatility with stone appeal
Inspired by the beauty of natural stone merged with the strength of concrete, Link expresses an ambiance that is both subtle and captivating.
A gentle movement of fine grains and details communicates a modern elegance compatible with any style.
Collections ORIGIN
STONE EFFECT PORCELAIN STONEWARE TILES
 
Origin, the newest USA made stone effect collection, has an appearance that is both natural and elegant. Due to the masterful research and development work done at Caesar USA, this series has achieved a careful balance of color and streaking that has good variation yet still discrete.
With four matching colors there is something for everyone. Each shade is full of personality and balanced tones. From the light grey of the Arctic to the dark shades of Boulder, passing by the beige tone of Desert and the medium grey tones of Canyon.
Origin tiles are available in two mosaics composed by 2”x2” and 3”x8” tiles. These compositions are the ideal solution to add trendy and refined details to any residential or commercial projects.
Collections NATURE
Simplicity and beauty stand out through Nature surfaces. An original wood look obtained by the pickled wood that gives a slightly lighter color to the veins and faces. The deep soul of this pure and exclusive look dresses every space with a warm and cozy atmosphere.
Collections PATHWAY
Natural appearance, warmth and elegance lead your journey through the extraordinary beauty of
Pathway surfaces.
Inspired by the world of limestones, the accurate exploration and redefinition of this stone peculiarities makes any space exclusive and refined.
Collections PLACE
Collections REVIVE
WOOD-EFFECT PORCELAIN STONEWARE TILES
 
From the encounter between the most advanced ceramic technologies and the genuine beauty of wood, Revive, the wood–effect porcelain stoneware, whose surfaces evoke all the prestige and charm of matter ravaged by the passing of time, comes into being. The vintage effect that results bestows vitality and charm onto your commercial spaces and furnishes, with extreme elegance, the living area, the night area, the kitchen and the bathroom of your home.

The Revive wood-effect ceramic series acquires personality in four sober colors inspired by wood, that are declined in the 20.3x101.6 cm listel format, ranging from the bright Vanilla to the dark Cocoa, taking in the Sesame and Ginger hues.

Refined and natural, the wood effect porcelain stoneware by Caesar enriches everyday ambiances, thanks also to the decoration of the Lines mosaics, perfect to dress with dynamicity and character the claddings of any indoor ambiances.

But what makes the range of Revive ceramic tiles stand out most, the result of US production and ‘designed in Italy’, is its high aesthetic and technological value that, combined with the criteria of environmental sustainability, defines the culture of matter expressed in all Caesar brand products.
Collections RUN
PORCELAIN STONEWARE TILES - A MINIMAL CONTEMPORARY LOOK
 
Porcelain stoneware becomes a tool for design to give value to contemporary spaces. Delicate tone-on-tone directional lines offer character and originality to the material.
RUN is pure ceramic design with a minimal and contemporary look.
The Run range includes three sizes, 24''x48'' 24”x24” and 12”x24”, and four colors, which play with subtle irregular stripes.
Caesar’s research has enhanced the strength of porcelain stoneware with the delicacy of color, to give a contemporary appeal and character to the collection.
Run is a surface with an exclusive and versatile design: the colours, sizes and mosaics stylishly cover all environments of residential and public areas.
The directional pattern of Run is suitable for installation in the same direction or in random manner.
Collections STONEWAYS
Four veined stones unite in a contemporary porcelain design.
 A flow of delicate shades dresses every space with elegance.
A travertine, a nordic stone, a quartzite and a sandstone become one in a new porcelain concept of pure beauty.
 The flow of Stoneways veining conveys a relaxing elegance perfect for any style.
Stoneways is available in four different colors and two modular sizes, as well as a variety of mosaics and trims.
Collections STYLE
Smooth lines, modern attitude
 
Modern design finds its perfect correspondence with the soft lines and immersive shades of the Style collection.
A palette of colors in tune with the contemporary design and architectural trends represents the best choice for the most innovative interior design projects.
The neutral and soft colors of Style’s collection express the accuracy of refined minimalism trhough a complete range of sizes and trims, enriched by the presence of a 2”x2” mosaic.
Collections WAVES
Collections WHISPER
Introduced during the Coverings 2018 tradeshow, the Whisper collection captures the uncontaminated beauty of natural wood in its most pure and authentic interpretation. A subtle surface texture draws inspiration from natural wood resulting in a finish that is pleasant to touch.
This Made in USA collection completes the Caesar wood-effect porcelain tiles range. A palette composed of five natural colors captures nature’s variety. Each color is available in 2 sizes: 8”x40” staves, perfectly balanced for any use, and 8”x40” chevron tiles that create classically elegant surfaces.
The 2.5”x19” listels allow the assembly of elegant wood mosaics to create an artistic effect in any interior design project.
Collections GRAYSTONE
Caesar USA VE+ aims to offer several different looks of 8mm thickness, size 12’’x24’’ and 8’’x40” non-rectified glazed porcelain tiles to be used in any project with cost, design, and volume as its fundamental characteristics.
Collections TIMBER
Porcelain bathroom tiles
Caesar porcelain bathroom tiles guarantee excellent performance and aesthetic return whether used for flooring, cladding or special purposes.
Today’s bathroom is a space in which designers and architects can experiment like never before. No longer just a ‘separate’ room, it now takes on a starring role when it comes to designing the identity of a living space. And the porcelain bathroom tile collections by Caesar are the ideal solution in terms of performance and aesthetics, whether used for flooring, wall cladding or as a special decorative element.
Porcelain kitchen tiles
The porcelain kitchen tiles by Caesar combine technical quality and meticulous design for the creation of spaces that are both effective and beautiful.
The kitchen is perhaps the most versatile space in the home, a space in which to work, but also socialise and share. It therefore needs to stand up against trampling, the chemical agents found in foods and reactions resulting from different types of cooking and food preparation. Caesar porcelain kitchen tiles offer a definitive solution to the problems posed by intense usage of this part of the house and the need to make it a pleasant space, also to be enjoyed in company.
Porcelain living room tiles
The porcelain living room tiles are the ideal solution for flooring and cladding that is central to a room’s décor.
The living area is the heart of the home, where we spend the most important hours of the day and receive guests. This part of the home must therefore reflect the best of the design project as well as the best choice of materials, from both a quality and aesthetic standpoint. The porcelain living room tiles are the ideal solution for flooring and cladding that is central to a room’s décor. In this way, the living room becomes a “shop window” that tells of the taste and lifestyle of its residents.
Porcelain bedroom tiles
The porcelain bedroom tiles combine the need for a clean and salubrious space with very attractive aesthetic performance.
In designing a bedroom, architects and designers should not be limited by the practicalities of furniture, but rather indulge in creating comfortable, relaxing spaces that are full of personality. The choice of floor and wall tile colours, inspirations and surface sensations plays a key role in the conception of an elegant and contemporary project for a room dedicated to rest and relaxation. Porcelain bedroom tile is a material that, more than any other, combines the need for a clean and salubrious room with first-rate aesthetic performance.
Porcelain tiles for external use
Porcelain tile is ideal as external flooring, for beautiful, functional and long-lasting outdoor spaces in a residential or commercial context.
The design of beautiful, functional and long-lasting outdoor spaces often involves the use of porcelain tile as a material for external flooring. The technical characteristics of this ceramic material are in fact superior to those of traditional building materials previously used in private gardens, courtyards, parks or commercial open-air spaces.
Porcelain tiles for pools
The pool tiles in the Aquae collections by Caesar guarantee design freedom with all the advanced properties of porcelain tile.
Porcelain tile has taken on a primary role in the creation of contemporary wellness projects thanks to its excellent technical characteristics and resistance to loads and wear, atmospheric and chemical agents, and changes in temperatures, as well as its non-slip hold, and the fact it is waterproof, frost-resistant and extremely hygienic. Advantages that make porcelain tile the ideal choice for indoor and outdoor spacesthat are in constant contact with water and highly trafficked: the pool tiles guarantee great design freedom with all the advanced properties of a superior material.
Hospitality
For the flooring of restaurants, hotels and wellness centres, as well as the entire hospitality sector, Caesar offers porcelain tile solutions that are 100% Italian.
When an architectonic project requires both high-performance materials and an impactful look, for surfaces that are beautiful, versatile and communicative, porcelain tile is the solution adopted by the world’s leading designers. 

Retail
The Caesar collections of porcelain tile for commercial and public use make for seductive surfaces and superior technical quality.
Shops, offices and places open to the public require flooring and cladding that can contribute to the overall project aesthetic and make spaces pleasant to spend time in.
Wall tiles
The porcelain wall tiles are the most practical solution for those seeking a material with high technical performance that is long-lasting and hygienic.
Porcelain wall tiles are undoubtedly the most practical solution for those seeking a material that can guarantee excellent technical performance, durability and hygiene. At the same time, porcelain tile has long convinced international designers as to its aesthetic qualities. Caesar is always on the front line when it comes to promoting the characteristics of this ceramic product, which also contributes to the success of a contemporary design project in terms of its tastefulness.
Porcelain bathroom tiles
Caesar porcelain bathroom tiles guarantee excellent performance and aesthetic return whether used for flooring, cladding or special purposes.
Today’s bathroom is a space in which designers and architects can experiment like never before. No longer just a ‘separate’ room, it now takes on a starring role when it comes to designing the identity of a living space. And the porcelain bathroom tile collections by Caesar are the ideal solution in terms of performance and aesthetics, whether used for flooring, wall cladding or as a special decorative element.
Flooring
Creating floors in porcelain tile allows for maximum design freedom, seductive surfaces and extraordinary performance.
In any environment, whether residential or commercial, the flooring is one of the elements that first attracts the eye, because it sets the general tone for the room in which it is found. For this reason, Caesar allows designers to use the best available material for its projects. Opting for porcelain tile flooring means having maximum design freedom to create surfaces that seduce and communicate a certain style and way of being, thanks to collections inspired by the timeless beauty of natural materials, like wood, marble or stone, and by more contemporary, urban design trends, like the concrete and metal effect.
Marble-look
Prestigious in terms of both inspiration and use: large slabs in marble-effect porcelain stoneware bring charm and luxury to contemporary projects.
Prestigious inspiration and prestigious use: our collections of large slabs in marble-effect porcelain stoneware reproduce the luxurious and timeless charm of the natural source of inspiration on coverings for both floors and walls of large spaces.
Porcelain kitchen tiles
The porcelain kitchen tiles by Caesar combine technical quality and meticulous design for the creation of spaces that are both effective and beautiful.
The kitchen is perhaps the most versatile space in the home, a space in which to work, but also socialise and share. It therefore needs to stand up against trampling, the chemical agents found in foods and reactions resulting from different types of cooking and food preparation. Caesar porcelain kitchen tiles offer a definitive solution to the problems posed by intense usage of this part of the house and the need to make it a pleasant space, also to be enjoyed in company.
Wood-look
The Caesar wood-effect porcelain tile collections transmit the warmth, emotion and charm of an authentic material into any environment.
Natural inspiration that never goes out of fashion. Caesar captures and restores the emotion and warmth of a versatile and familiar material with a series of wood-effect porcelain tile collections designed to afford any type of space the charm of authenticity.
Wood effect is a choice that expresses personality and allows for the creation of relaxing residential or commercial spaces, where one can feel perfectly at ease. The Caesar ceramic collections explore and expound upon this world with the perfect performance of surfaces and faithful reproduction of the unbeatable beauty of wood, whether natural or transformed by man, carved or aged, rustic or modern. In this way, every room, from kitchen to bathroom, from living room to bedroom and even outdoors, is enhanced thanks to a look more synonymous with home than any other.
Flooring and cladding
Porcelain tile flooring and cladding has become a standard in the design of contemporary residential and commercial spaces.
Porcelain tile flooring and cladding has become a standard in the design of contemporary residential and commercial spaces. This is because porcelain tile is able to guarantee significant technical performance, is long-lasting and is an extremely hygienic and safe material, resistant to wear, time and abrasion.
Stone-look
Large-size slabs in stone-effect porcelain stoneware are the result of the selection of the most beautiful stones, for contemporary projects of exquisite beauty and sophistication.
Caesar's collections of large slabs in stone-effect porcelain stoneware  convey our great passion for materials. A careful selection of the most beautiful and expressive stones for covering both floors and walls of large spaces with authentic elegance.
Porcelain living room tiles
The porcelain living room tiles are the ideal solution for flooring and cladding that is central to a room’s décor.
The living area is the heart of the home, where we spend the most important hours of the day and receive guests. This part of the home must therefore reflect the best of the design project as well as the best choice of materials, from both a quality and aesthetic standpoint. The porcelain living room tiles are the ideal solution for flooring and cladding that is central to a room’s décor. In this way, the living room becomes a “shop window” that tells of the taste and lifestyle of its residents.
Stone-look
Caesar stone-effect porcelain tile is the result of meticulous research into the most evocative stones, for collections to suit the most beautiful contemporary projects.
In seeking new design inspiration, we often need to look to tradition. Thanks to its meticulous research work, Caesar has selected a range of evocative stones with expressive veining and a genuine look. Introducing then the Caesar stone-effect porcelain tile collections, which suit the majority of contemporary projects and architectonic solutions.
Thanks to their sobriety and familiar appearance, stone-effect tiles suit all residential and commercial contexts and all rooms in the home. For those who seek a natural looking living room, an elegant and comfortable bedroom, or a total look kitchen or bathroom with stone-effect porcelain tiles for the flooring, wall cladding or as a made to measure counter top with large-sized slabs. The Caesar stone-inspired products tell a tale of authenticity and vibes somewhere between tradition and innovation.
Raised floors
Raised floors allow the creation of technical areas below the platform floor for those requiring frequent access for maintenance and new cables and wiring.
In indoor and outdoor settings alike, raised floors can solve the problem of spaces that frequently require new cables and wiring, especially in the construction of offices and “smart” homes where home automation plays a key role. 

Cement-look
The collections of large slabs in cement-effect porcelain stoneware take inspiration from urban spaces and the contemporary look of big cities.
Urban environments and the contemporary look of big cities represent the new frontier in experimentation for projects with minimalist, contemporary lines: our collections of cement-effect porcelain stoneware are designed to project the future of large city spaces. Our tiles with 6 or 9 mm thickness and in sizes 120x120, 120x240, 120x278, 160x160 and 160x320 cm, offer architects and designers clean, minimalist surfaces designed for contemporary spaces that are both understated and sophisticated.
Porcelain bedroom tiles
The porcelain bedroom tiles combine the need for a clean and salubrious space with very attractive aesthetic performance.
In designing a bedroom, architects and designers should not be limited by the practicalities of furniture, but rather indulge in creating comfortable, relaxing spaces that are full of personality. The choice of floor and wall tile colours, inspirations and surface sensations plays a key role in the conception of an elegant and contemporary project for a room dedicated to rest and relaxation. Porcelain bedroom tile is a material that, more than any other, combines the need for a clean and salubrious room with first-rate aesthetic performance.
Design-look 
The concrete-effect porcelain tile & Design Look collections allow for the creation of sophisticated projects, which speak of present and future.
Concrete is a symbol of modernity, dynamism, urban spaces, simplicity, but in the many reinterpretations that designers dedicate to it, this material also becomes a fundamental element in contemporary projects. The concrete-effect porcelain tile & Design Look collections by Caesar give designers a wide range of choices when creating personality-filled residential or commercial spaces that speak of present and future.
The graphic shapes on the ceramic surfaces evoke the concrete of roads, pavements, and industrial spaces, bringing realism and elegance to the interior of residential, public and commercial projects of seasoned charm.
Color-look
Versatile and minimalist, the Be More collection is the ideal tool for the boldest, most ambitious architectural projects.
The Be More collection and the Purewhite colour in the large-size version are the ideal tools for architectural projects.
Porcelain tiles for external use
Porcelain tile is ideal as external flooring, for beautiful, functional and long-lasting outdoor spaces in a residential or commercial context.
The design of beautiful, functional and long-lasting outdoor spaces often involves the use of porcelain tile as a material for external flooring. The technical characteristics of this ceramic material are in fact superior to those of traditional building materials previously used in private gardens, courtyards, parks or commercial open-air spaces.
Porcelain tiles for pools
The pool tiles in the Aquae collections by Caesar guarantee design freedom with all the advanced properties of porcelain tile.
Porcelain tile has taken on a primary role in the creation of contemporary wellness projects thanks to its excellent technical characteristics and resistance to loads and wear, atmospheric and chemical agents, and changes in temperatures, as well as its non-slip hold, and the fact it is waterproof, frost-resistant and extremely hygienic. Advantages that make porcelain tile the ideal choice for indoor and outdoor spacesthat are in constant contact with water and highly trafficked: the pool tiles guarantee great design freedom with all the advanced properties of a superior material.
Hospitality
For the flooring of restaurants, hotels and wellness centres, as well as the entire hospitality sector, Caesar offers porcelain tile solutions that are 100% Italian.
When an architectonic project requires both high-performance materials and an impactful look, for surfaces that are beautiful, versatile and communicative, porcelain tile is the solution adopted by the world’s leading designers. 

Pavers
The line of tiles that combines the qualities of porcelain tile and the beauty of uniformly coloured surfaces.
Pavers
Retail
The Caesar collections of porcelain tile for commercial and public use make for seductive surfaces and superior technical quality.
Shops, offices and places open to the public require flooring and cladding that can contribute to the overall project aesthetic and make spaces pleasant to spend time in.
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Your message has been successfully sent.
You will be contacted as soon as possible.

In the meantime Discover some of our collections.
Cersaie 2021

Dal 25 al 29 settembre saremo presenti a Bologna al più importante evento dedicato alla ceramica.
Nel nostro stand potrai toccare con mano la qualità delle nostre collezioni e soluzioni in grés e confrontarti con il nostro team sulle loro potenzialità tecniche e stilistiche.
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NATURE
THE NATIVE SOUL OF WOOD
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WAVES
ELEGANCE ACROSS SURFACES
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VIRTUAL ROOM
Try Caesar tiles in your rooms
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STYLE
Smooth lines, modern attitude
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AEXTRA 20 - PAVERS
New colors Pennsylvania Blue and Pennsylvania Gray
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Caesar USA
Where quality meets design
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Made in USA collections
Welcome to Caesar USA
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Piastrelle Wood-lookThe Caesar wood-effect porcelain tile collections transmit the warmth, emotion and charm of an authentic material into any environment.
Natural inspiration that never goes out of fashion. Caesar captures and restores the emotion and warmth of a versatile and familiar material with a series of wood-effect porcelain tile collections designed to afford any type of space the charm of authenticity.Wood effect is a choice that expresses personality and allows for the creation of relaxing residential or commercial spaces, where one can feel perfectly at ease. The Caesar ceramic collections explore and expound upon this world with the perfect performance of surfaces and faithful reproduction of the unbeatable beauty of wood, whether natural or transformed by man, carved or aged, rustic or modern. In this way, every room, from kitchen to bathroom, from living room to bedroom and even outdoors, is enhanced thanks to a look more synonymous with home than any other.
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Piastrelle Stone-lookCaesar stone-effect porcelain tile is the result of meticulous research into the most evocative stones, for collections to suit the most beautiful contemporary projects.
In seeking new design inspiration, we often need to look to tradition. Thanks to its meticulous research work, Caesar has selected a range of evocative stones with expressive veining and a genuine look. Introducing then the Caesar stone-effect porcelain tile collections, which suit the majority of contemporary projects and architectonic solutions.Thanks to their sobriety and familiar appearance, stone-effect tiles suit all residential and commercial contexts and all rooms in the home. For those who seek a natural looking living room, an elegant and comfortable bedroom, or a total look kitchen or bathroom with stone-effect porcelain tiles for the flooring, wall cladding or as a made to measure counter top with large-sized slabs. The Caesar stone-inspired products tell a tale of authenticity and vibes somewhere between tradition and innovation.
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Piastrelle Design-look The concrete-effect porcelain tile & Design Look collections allow for the creation of sophisticated projects, which speak of present and future.
Concrete is a symbol of modernity, dynamism, urban spaces, simplicity, but in the many reinterpretations that designers dedicate to it, this material also becomes a fundamental element in contemporary projects. The concrete-effect porcelain tile &amp; Design Look collections by Caesar give designers a wide range of choices when creating personality-filled residential or commercial spaces that speak of present and future.The graphic shapes on the ceramic surfaces evoke the concrete of roads, pavements, and industrial spaces, bringing realism and elegance to the interior of residential, public and commercial projects of seasoned charm.
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Piastrelle PAVERSThe line of tiles that combines the qualities of porcelain tile and the beauty of uniformly coloured surfaces.
Pavers
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MATERIAL FOR YOUR PROJECTS
Our story begins as specialists in a material, porcelain tiles, surfaces devoted to technical excellence and satisfying on the eye with their beauty; the result of our experience, research and technology.
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Endless combinations: choose your style, find your COMBO!
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Fiere

26 May 2023
Nuova Pagina Magazine-usContinua la trasferta inglese di Caesar che, dopo la Clerkenwell Design Week, approda all’evento dedicato all’industria della pietra naturale.
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Fiere

18 April 2023
Next stop: CoveringsThe range of Caesar porcelain stoneware solutions expands, presenting new Made in Italy and Made in the USA products at Coverings.
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Fiere

06 February 2023
Caesar Ceramics at Euroshop for the future of the Retail spaceAppointment in Düsseldorf from 26 February to 2 March 2023, Hall 13, Booth 13 C69.
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FOCUS ON







Made in USA collections
Caesar USA collections are manufactured in a cutting-edge facility in Tennessee.
Caesar USA products are developed to meet the technical and performance needs for any project, including full compliance to local standards and requirements.
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Outdoor solutions - Made in USA
Caesar Aextra20 porcelain stoneware slabs are monolithic in 20mm thickness, are perfectly rectified and squared and have an anti-slip surface finish.
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USA Showroom
The showroom and sales offices of Caesar Ceramics USA are located in Brentwood, TN, 15 only minutes away from downtown Nashville.
Over 4,300 square feet have been dedicated to showing Caesar’s most popular lines in an inspiring and modern way.
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Check Availabilty
Introducing Caesar USA ‘Check Stock Availability’, the new, innovative, and easy way to verify whether a product is available at hand.
A user-friendly digital tool, that allows you to filter by collection, product type and size to immediately get a feedback of what’s accessible among the Caesar USA range of products.
Quick, simple and specifically designed to give freedom to access useful information any time.
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Private villa
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Helsingborg Central Station
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Cruise ships
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Porcelain bathroom tiles

BagnoCaesar porcelain bathroom tiles guarantee excellent performance and aesthetic return whether used for flooring, cladding or special purposes.
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Porcelain kitchen tiles

BagnoThe porcelain kitchen tiles by Caesar combine technical quality and meticulous design for the creation of spaces that are both effective and beautiful.
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Porcelain tiles for pools

BagnoThe pool tiles in the Aquae collections by Caesar guarantee design freedom with all the advanced properties of porcelain tile.
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Retail

BagnoThe Caesar collections of porcelain tile for commercial and public use make for seductive surfaces and superior technical quality.

Read more







HEADQUARTERS
Caesar Ceramics USA, INC.



500 Wilson Pike Cir, Ste 127, 37027-3261

Brentwood TN  

USA

Tel: +1 (615) 986-1500
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